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INTuODUOTIOri 
Trees of the different apple varieties vary greatly in size, 
shape, brtnching habit, and in many oth.-r ways. These wide 
variations are doubtless due to the influence of the ancestral 
forms, iLoch {&] froia his study of the wild apple of .isia con­
cluded that our apple varieties have been developed from, four 
or perhaps five sild species. Because of sclf-steri],ity and 
cross-pollinatiori by iij.sacts :nost apple varieties are probably 
hetero :ygous. 
Since 1900 iimch careful vork has b :en done in apple breed­
ing. Thus far the e^iiphasis has been plaood on size, appoarance, 
texture, flavor, and keeping qualities of the fruit. Little if 
any airjot worlc has been done on the inheritance of tree shape. 
This is true of othc.-r plants as well. An evaluation of the prog.ny 
performances is needed in order to determine the prepotency of 
the parents. There is a great need at pr^s-jnt to know the 
brocdiag merits of the many varieties with respect to sii-e, shape, 
vigor, hardiness, and yield of the tree. 
Purpose of this Study 
The object of tliis investigation Y/as to trace parental in­
fluences on about 500C cross-bred apple trees growing in the 
orchards of the Iowa .vgricultural ;srporiiaant Station at .anies, 
Iowa. There were 75 combinations of parent varieties, with 21 
varieties used as seed parents and 23 varieties usad as pollen 
parents. The cross-bred seedling trees fell into nine parent-
groups, eacii group having one Vviriety used as .aals or feaale 
parent in each cross. 
From a statistical study of sicasureiaonts devised to indi~ 
cate form and auality of tree in the parents and prog&nies 
under observation, it was hoped to secure fairly reliable in-
foriuation covering the follo'.ring points; 
(1) Gharaetsristio parantal tree foras 
(2) Jj'orin of the cross-bred progenies 
(3) Significant differonoos between the forms of 
parents and progenies 
(4) Inheritance of parental fornis in the offspring 
(5) Parents sliOiVing dominance or prepotency 
(6) iian^e of for/a Tariation ..ithin each progeny and 
betv/een aifferent progenies 
(7) Ran^,e of variation between parent-groups and betv/een 
progenies with respect to tree forsi, nursery quality 
of tree, branching habit, desirability of scaffold 
branches, tree vigor, and quality of foliage from 
the orchard standpoint 
(8) Doter:iiin,ation of parents transmitting the most satis­
factory offspring from the viewpoint of tree habit-
After a careful search oxtonciing oy;r mrsny uontlis no direct 
references were round on !:he inheritance of gener;::! plant shape. 
In ffox'king vath bush and yole bean vi^rlGti^s, tjrfierson (3) found 
tir-.t, "The intermediate height in F1 and the wide r;;nge of 
variation in F2 from a cross between t"/o pole beans of different 
heights, are interpreted in accordance eith the multiple-factor 
hypothesis, postulates that hereditary, quantitative 
differences ere due to ixio or iiiore nen-dominaut, independently 
inherited factors". 
The grov/th habit of tipple trees may v^'oll be linked with 
ehro.aosojie nur.'ibers. The haploid nuuiber in the aople is seventeen, 
iiidgeaombe at Iowa State College in an unauulishod report stated 
that all the parent varieties in this experiment have the 
reguler diploid nuiaber of 34 chroinosomes. 
It is apparent that high yields, eonvenience in orchard 
care, ability to withstand stresses of storia and v,'eight of fruit, 
have some relation to shape of tree, branching habit, and the 
nature of scaffold braneh;..s. ,vhile shape can be fxeatly jaodified 
by pruning, it is best to have a tree that tends i-o develop into 
the desired form. Bloke (1) states that, "iacii variety has its 
own characteristic type of growth—5ome verieties nnturally 
develop strong and desirable framework vdthout much artificial 
assistance, while others are irregular or week in habit, lack 
spread, or possess other faults". 
Ooncerning the shape and habit of apple seedlings, Lantz 
and ;;dgeoombe (o) concludod that, "Progenies often differ as 
'liuch in lUibit of gro^/th ls hci^iit. Tlie habit of ^ro'-vth 
varies from the strpng, .straight, stoutly branched typo to the 
sioy grov;ing. ffilloi-fy &.nd drooping type. These opposite types 
and Liio i^radation between tiKixii appear In n^^arly ever-" progeny, 
but the proportions of each ty;oe differ very .markedly in the 
various projioaics". 
isax and Go wen (9) in their study of 881 Ben Davis trees 
as to tiidir productivity conc i.uded that, "Productive and un­
productive trees are closely associated ifith a definite type 
of habit of growth. The productive trees are large, open, and 
spreading vith short laterals and bear mny spurs", 
Hufch cJid Kelly (0) concluded thst, "Crotch strength seejis 
to be due uiore lo soundness of the crotch v^ood than to the 
crotch angle, hidging and splitting are to a large extent 
varietal characteristics. The ./lllov.', vdiich splits dovm more 
cojiaionly than any other variety, except possibly the Delicious, 
is also the variety which foras the houvicst ridges". 
Bad crotches that vfill split and ruin the tree should be 
avoided, Oskair.p (?) concluded that, ",ieak unions are especially 
coffiinon in sojne varieties of apples of which the shoots often 
grov; upright against the trunk or against other bi'anches". 
iiatorials 
The of this investi{;;/ition v.'vji'c ,42£ cross-bred 
applu seediinss and loO trees used as parents, a fevr of uhe 
forraer are counted twice because they appoar in two different 
parent groups. Thirty-one parent varieties were usod in 
the 75 different crosses ahich i3.ade up the entire group. T:.o 
of the parents, /mtonovka and Anisiia, are o-f Russian origin, 
Pewaukee, Patten 1000, and rat ben 1003 are hybrids of Russian 
and .-laerican varieties. The remainder, Ames 463, ioaes 486, 
/iijies 513, Ashton, Black,Annette, Black Oxford, Colorado Orange, 
,Delicious, Griiaes, Harrington, Hubbardston, Jonathan, King 
David, aloiialvon, ilother, Nelson Sv/eet, Northern bpy, Northwestorn 
Greening, Opolescent, Patten 1011, Patten 1015, RciiSGdeJl 3v;eet, 
Salome, v;hite Pippin, v;ealthy, and Yellow hev-tov/n, arc of 
.imerice.n origin. 
The trees were planted 6 1/4 feet by 16 1/2 feet apart in 
the orchard in 1924 and 1926. They were from ten to fifteen 
years of age fro;n the seed at the time the study v/as made. They 
occupied foui- plots in a 20~acre tract near .iiiies. The soil was 
a glacial clay loam vath good surface and sub-surface drainage, 
,/ith the exception of a side hill on the south, clean cultivation 
v/as followed. As the fertility of the land was high no fertiliz­
ers were used. 
The liieasurenients of height and spread vsere taken in the 
autuinn of 1939. All the other measurements were ti::ken in the 
auturiin of 1932. The height was ineasured to the nearest 3~inoh 
interVi-1 from the surface of the soil to the tip of the tallest 
branch. The spread was neasurod to the nearest S~inch interval 
of the greatest vddth of branches at rirht angles to the pre­
vailing '.vind. The foriaiila for the height-dia;iieter index is 
I = (H - £') / D, where H is the height of the tree end D is 
the diaiaeter of its spread. T'^o feet vjere subtracted from the 
hei{;:ht in each case because the trees were headed tvo feet high, 
.ie shall call this ratio the shape index. 
A tree with a shape index of 0.51 to 0.80 was defined as 
a spreading tree, A tree v;ith an index of O.Sl to 1.20 was 
callvd a round headed tree, A tree isrith an index of l.El to 
1.60 Has called upright-«spreading; and those v/lth an index of 
lool or more, upright. 
The trees were also graded into four classes v/ith reference 
to quality of tree. The "vary good" trees were those iaaking a 
vigorous grov'th, having good orchard habit, and possessing high 
guality in shape, fra;aev/ork, and branches as contrast.d Kith bh.-
"7ald type"® Tiie "good" trees were those somewhat less vigorous, 
having a less desirable type of scaffold branches or perhaps 
too thickly branched, and being a little loss desirable t-ian the 
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highest grade. The "fciir" trees v/ere still less vigorous and 
less clasirabis as to sizo, shape of top, and quality of Dranches, 
The "poor" trees were Si,.;..il and v;eak or poor s.s to shape and 
quality of branches. Soiuo ratlicr vigorous trees, lacking in 
good scaffold brandies and bding "leggy" or excessive in "brush" 
vfsre put Into one or the other of the two inferior grades. The 
tv?o poorest grades, medium f;nd poor, wore considered undesirable 
for orchard planting. 
The traes were also graded as to shape into four classesj 
drooping, spreading, upright-spi-eauing, and upright, fheso are 
the shapes generally used in horticultural practice. The angles 
that the branches ^aade vdth the trunk end iiain limbs, the 
resulting direction of growth, and the general form of the tree 
were the deteniiining characteristics. These rtieasureaients checked 
closely vrith the shape index measure;;;cnt3. One difference in the 
t'iifo measureiEents is that the judgment; moasureruents distinguish 
bet'ffeen a spree.vling and a drooping tree vrtiile those of the shape 
index liieasurc-'aents do not. Professor H. L. Lantz and the author 
agreed on the Judgment Jiieasure::iwnts as they \7ere taken, 
ds to branching habit, the trees v;ere graded into four 
classes; thick, sediuin thick, medium open, and open. The upright 
grov/ing trees are generally not desirable trees to plant because 
trie branches fail to spread the fruit and foliage sufficiently 
to permit the entrance of air and sunlight. Then too, the open 
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habit of branohiiig reauiros very little pruning while that of 
thick branching rec.uires much. 
as to r[uality of sGaffold brandies^ the trees v?ere graded 
into four classos; poor, fair, f/ood, ind very f;:ood, Ifere the 
cjiphasis Y/as placed on the major branches wifch reference to 
the angle and strength of the crotch, and the size, sturdiness, 
and arrange;a3nt of the branches. 
I'hs tre.js vjsre graded into fova"- cl ci S s vvith respKct to 
vigor. The vigor xaeasureBients were determined by the average 
amount of tcrmnal groivth laade during the suniincr of 1932. A 
growth of six inches or less v/as c:>:lled poor; fro2i six to t';;'elve 
inchos, fairj from twelve to eighteen inches, good; sua laore than 
eighti-j-sn inches, very good. 
The foliage v;as graded into four classes, poor, fair, good, 
and very good. The amount and healthfulness of the leaves at the 
end of the growing season were the bases for these grades. The 
Lieasuresents as to sliape of tree, branching habit, quality of 
scaffold branches, vigor of tree, ud quality of foliage are 
each a little more highly spacialized than "grade" of tree 
which in a general way includes them all. 
In treating the data statistically a distribution of the 
shape indices of the trees in each progeiif !.vas first aade. Froia 
the distS'ibution, the mean and its <-robable eri-or, the standard 
deviation, and the coefficient of variability v/ere calculated. 
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In three of the parent varieties forty troas of eucii. were asasured, 
but in ffiost cases only one, tv;o, or throe trees were available 
for .^aeasurosent. In eleven of tiio parent varieties there were 
no trees available for measurement. 
The number of trees in the progenies variocl greatly. 
Results from leas than fifteen or twenty trees vre-re not consider­
ed trustworthy for anything wore than a general trend, Becaut;e 
of this side variation in the number of trees in a progeny, the 
distributions in soine of the tables are given in percentage 
instead of niuaber of tress. 
•Since the data consisted largely of measuro;uents of 
individuals in progenies, auch use was laade of progeny tests. 
3ach parent transmits "a saiiiple half" of its Inheritance to each 
of its offspring. ..:>aoa additional offspring is an independent 
saiiiple from the saae inheritance, h. composite picture from a 
sufficient number of such samples gives a more accurate 
description of the parental genotype then does the ;aost careful 
estimate from the parental phenotype. 
^iihile each offspring inherits half of its genes froiii 
each of its parents, only fifty per cent of its inh-ritance 
is thus deterjiiined. The oth-r fifty per c^^nt is the result of 
chance segregation of the parental genes in reduction division, 
Hoisever, these results are true only v;hen heterozygous material 
is crossed at randoni and the effects of dominenoe, nicking, and 
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enviroiuaont are not corisiderod. Under the siiiiplost geactic 
conditions y/h-are the nuxabers of genes arc largo the likeness 
betv/aon an individual and oao of its paronts is expressed by 
a correlation of 0.50. The correlatioa bet\;:uGn. fie; individual 
and iho average of its t-,:o parunts is 0.71. 
Progeny tests are o.specially helpful when only one parent 
is knos-n as is true in a portion of tPe casos in this investi^-ation. 
The jiost important practical use of those tests is to predict the 
breeding merit of a parent from tlie i.iorit of its prog^niy. 
SxperiGiental Data 
Thirty-one varieties of apples were used as male or female 
parents. In some cases reciprocal crosses were made. These 
progenies \7ere grouped into xiine parent-groups. The parent-
groups are Delicious, Colorado Orange, iforthern Spy, Anisira, 
Jonathiyij Harrington, Antonovka, Grimes, and lorthwestern 
C-reening. A parent-group consists of all the progenies having 
a common parent. The distributions of the shape indices of the 
nine parent-groups are given in Tables la to 9a in the apiDenfiix. 
Trees of only twenty of the parent varieties were available 
for measureraent. These are grouped with reference to their 
shape indices in Table 10. According to our definitions there 
are three spreading, thirteen round, and four upright-spreading 
trees. There are no uprig:ht trees in this list. 
Table 10. Parent Varieties with KnoTO Indices 










Ashton 0.70 KiEEg David 0.81 Grimes 1.34 
Opalescent 0.74 Harrington 0.82 Oldenburg 1.36 
Jonathan 0.79 Patten 1013 0.82 Y/h,. Pinpin 1.38 
Anisim 0.82 N. Spy 1.39 
Rl. Oxford 0.87 
K. W. Green. 0.88 







It v/ill be seen that seven of tne fifteen siean shape otq-
giiiiy indices in Table la are significantly different fi'oni fhe 
mean shape index of the ooiruiton. parent, (Tiiis calculation is 
based on liis moxi difference being equal to throe or more 
tlaes the square root of the suia of the squares of the tv;o 
probable errors). -.Iso, tso progenies in Tablo ^,]a; nine, 
in Table 3a; dilj in Table 4a; all but one, in Table bo.; all, 
in Table 5a; five, in Table 7aj throe, in Table 8aj and all but 
one, in Table 9a havu moan shape indioos significantXy different 
from their ooia&on paronts. These rosuits indicate that these 
differences are not all due t,o random sampling. The suiKa^ry of 
the nine parent-groups, classifi.^d into spreading, round, and 
upright-spreading trees, is given-in Table 11, 
Table 11. Parents and Progenies Classified as to Shape 
Sriape of parent 





.c30 * \j .ul**x.^ O 
Upright-
spraadiiig 
























. i* . 1 ii , 4 , 
:1.17 
l,S'i,1.49 



































1, .'-i 4,1.3 0, 
1.37,1.37, 
l.~t^,laOl 
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Tablos la to 9a show that there are upright trees in over 
half of tha progenies. Table 11 shov/s that thore is but one 
progeny luean that is sprea:iing in shape iind acne chat is 
upright. Sixty-ssvea per ocnt of the iseans of the parents and 
seventy-six per cent of the progeny jueons fall in the round class. 
The round paroxits give einlity-eight per cent of their progeny 
means round; t:nd, twelve per cent, upri£;ht~sproaainr:. The 
upright-spreading purents give forty-seven per cent of their 
projreny meaus round; Mid fifty-three per cexit, uprirht-spread­
ing. 
Have the shapes of the parent trees influenced the shapes 
of their cross-bred oeodlings? To got evidence for an answer 
to this question, the w,403 cross-bred seedling trees having the 
shape indices of both parents knowB were classified and coj'ibined 
in Table 12. 
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Table 13, i:^arents and Their Progenies Classified as 
to Shape of Trt;3 
Shape and indices :Ko.o 













X " J 110 










Round (,81-l.ao) ; 
X ; lii2 
iiound (,81-1,20) : 
17S 
{ 1 4 )  
650 




Hound (.31-1,so) ; 
X : 97a 
Upri ght-spre aa ing : 
(l.iil—looG * 








1. iCtl—1»oO # 
z : 100 
Upright-spreading : 





The percentage In eaoh group vdth refsrence to shape in 
Table 12 can be readily compared. The iiiodal percentage of trees 
in t'ae first rovv is fifty-seven and falls in the round coluii'm. 
The psrcentage in the round colurm gradually decreases downward 
as tho shape of the parent trees becoraes aore upright. Like-,vise, 
in the column under spreading shape, the percentage cheuges from 
seventeen at the top of the tabla to zero at tiie botto;:!i. In the 
upright-spreading and upright columns, on the other hond, thure 
is a gradual increase in the percentage nusihurs from the top to 
the bottom of the table. The data in Table 12 r;ould seem to 
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indicate that the shapes of the parent trees do have a definite 
influonee on the shape of their cross-hrod seedlings. 
For further evidence all the crosses, v;hsre the shape 
indices of both parents v/are known, were collGctad frora Table 
la to 9a and placed in Table 13. Tlu; parents and their shape 
indices are in the first colui;m, the Bisan progeny shape indices 
are in the sacond column, the nwibtir of trees in each progeny is 
in the third column, and the distribution of the progenies is 
siiOViTi at ihe right. These thirty progenies -::a:Tanged in the 
order of mean shape indices of both p:.;ronts (the ;nid~parent of 
Galton) were divided into six equal portions of five progenies 
each i nd the nmfo .r of trees in tho four by six cells were 
chanj-ed to pur coat age. These results ££VC; the data for fable 14. 
-SO"" 
T8.l5le 13, Shape Classification in Parents and Progenies, 
Parents 
fi « 











i Sprea^ng ; 
•«oo • •wo 5 0V5 S 
Round 
.ss;.9^ n::iirr7 
Anisim ,82 jt Ashton B70 1,11 10 3' 
G-resning ,88 X Opalescent «74 1,07 12 1 2 2 1 . I' 
Col, Orange ,89 X Jonathan ,79 .93 •29 1 2 7 6 3 ' 4 
Anisim ,82 s B1, Oxford ,87 1,04 76 4 8 9 17 20 
M,W. Greening .88 s Harrington »82 1,11 75 4 6 11 9 6 i: 
Jonathan ,79 X Salcane ,99 ,80 15 1 4 3 3 2 2 
Anisim ,82 X Huhbardston 1,00 1,13 72 5 10 7 10 i: 
Antonovka 1,12 X Ashton ,70 1,07 55 1 2 6 17 11 1 
Jonatban ,79 X Antonovka 1,12 1,09 41 5 7 5 6 1 t 
Antonovka 1,12 X Jonathan ,79 1,05 291 12 23 42 56 41 Q/ 
Delicious 1,12 X Jonathan ,79 1,16 17 3 4 • 
Anisim ,82 X Delicious 1.12 1,03 270 5 18 40 41 45 30 2^ 
Delicious 1,12 X Harrington .82 1,18 19 2 2 1 . 4 t t 
Antonovka 1.12 .x; Bl, Oxford ,87 1,07 135 3 2 9 18 30 is 2! 
K.W. Greening ,88 X Delicious 1.12 1.12 99 4 4 12 19 14: li 
Delicious 1,12 X Salome ,99 1,41 12 
' 
• 
G'iPinies 1,S4 X N,W, Grem,,88 1,06 13 2 6 8 
I,W. Greening .88 X Griraes 1,24 1,17 65 1 3 7 10 7 c •t 
Col, Orange ,89 X. Grimes 1,24 .99 10 1 1 3 2 
N.W. Greening ,88 X W. Pippin 1,28 1.49 22 -2; < i 
N. Spy 1,59 X JoI^ athan ,79 1.19 5 1 -
Harrington ,82 X H, Spy 1,39 1,10 64 8 8 11 •• 7i 11 
iintonovka 1,12 X Delicious 1,12 1.11 352 3 7 22 34 62 :S1| 5' 
N,W. Greening ,88 X E, Spy 1,39 1 »24 70 1 7 6 7^ i: 
Antonovka 1,12 X Grimes • 1,24 1,87 43 1 1 1 4 .4: ( 
dimes 1,24 X Antonovlca 1,12 1,33 74 1 2 10 5,; i; 
Delicious 1,12 X H. Spy 1,39 1,44 18 1 2i 
IJ, Spy 1,39 X Delicious 1,12 1,15 264 6 13 35 S7 23' 
Grimes 1,^4 X V;, Pippin 1.28 1,30 36 2 4 2' «! 
N, Spy 1,59 X v^ealthy 1,15 leOO 29 4 •3i 4 
Total 2291 250 1252 

1 
ii^ "'giame7eF''lndic' es 
"H? pr i gh "Filpr g'a Upri 
• ,-1 
3.1 
J- • -i.i> 
S 5 
J- ©-arc/ » ^  9 OIV a. • J. « fty « WV i XU mCt ^  CjxJ *CJ 9 OC' #'xO • <0 « OO 
I ]  2 1 2 
'  A '  2 2 1 1 
ID 1 9 9 5 o 2 
S : 11 11 4 7 1 3 2 
2 
10 i 13 13 7 2 2 2 1 
11 6 5 2 2 3 
; 6 - 5 3 5 f7 O 1 1 
41 
• ••. . j 52 28 22 8 3 4 
2  S 1 2 2 
30' 24 26 12 9 6 6 4 1 11 1 
4 2 1 5 1 1 1 1 
22 11 16 6 r> o 2 1 
M ]  IS 11 5 3 4 2 2 2 1 
^ l^' 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 
2  2 1 
7 9 11 4 5 4 i 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
 ^ 2:1 2  2 4 1 o 2 2 2 2 
1 1 1 
• 7 1  12 6 2 3 4 1 2 
5ll' 57 50 29 16 8 7 1 1 3 1 
7 13 13 9 6 4 3 1 
4; 6 8 6 S K» O 3 2 1 
• t 
5.1 11 8 11 7 Q ty 7 1 2 
2] 1 1 3 1 o 1 3 1 
23! 46 37 27 12 9 9 3 3 3 1 
2 '  S 7 6 5 1 5 1 
•,3i 4 5 4 4 1 1 2 1 
252 661 128 
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Tabls 14. Ijhape Olassification of Inhdritance in Cross­
bred -i.pplc Trees in Percentage 
dumber of trees in 
each of six groups Shape of tree 
ranked in order of Spread-;Hound : Upright- Uprif:nt 
mean shape indices ing ; : spread-




IS ; 54 : ;i4 4 
474 11 : 54 ; 33 o UJ 
453 1*7 ; o3 ; 5 
309 8 : 54 : 39 9 
534 8 : 55 ; 52 5 
419 5 ; 47 : 36 10 
See Table IS 
To detsnnine whether the variations in th-s coluEin percent­
ages in Tables 1^ auu 14 are due to ranciora sa-ipling or inheri­
tance, the data lii both tables ^ ere tested Kith the Ghi-scuere 
test (From Wisher's Table, if n = (16-2) = 14, Cbl-squars raust 
be ;-;9.14:4 or larger for P to equal O.Ql, Chi-scua.-e in Table 12 
is 2S1.481, ^Ind if n = (24-2) = 22, Chi-sq.uare sust he 4C.2c39 
or larger for F to equal 0.01, 0hi-square in Table 14 is 123,108 
The vuluos of Chi-squGre being highly sifjnificant in both tables 
indicate that the shapes of the progeny trees are influenced by 
the shapes of the parent trees. 
To test inheritance in another v.'ay, the "mid-parents" in 
Table 13 were correlated vfith the means of their progenies. The 
eoofficient of correlation, r, was found to be 0,55 i 0,09, This 
is highly significant and is another proof that the tree shape in 
• >  
the progenies is inlioritad from the parents. Thoorstically, 
t: " coef.i'icieut of oorrwlation should liave been 0,71 instead of 
0.55, Practically, this value is rcduaed by the effects of 
doiiiiuance, "nicking", and snvironinent. 1 influencos, For still 
further evidence of inheritance bhe tree distributions in 
Table 13 were ch nged into ^rrayhical arrsngerient to scow the 
ffiean index shape relation of each parent i;nd prog:.ny. This 
gave Table lo. 
TvvO facts are noticeable in this new table. Pirst, the 
aean of the progeny in no case falls beloa the .-nean of the 
lov/er or more spreading parent. Second, in the upper part of 
the -cable the progeny ffiean falls laainly above the higher or laore 
uprifiiit parent; and in the lower part of the table, it tends to 
fall betv/een the .aeans of the tv.o parents. There is a constant 
tendency for the iaean of tlie progeny to be above the inean of 
the tiYo parents when the parents are spreading, and between the 
two parents when they are upright-spreading. The data in Table 
16 furnish further evidence en this Question of inheritance. 
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Table 15e Shape Classification In Parents and Progsnies, 
"""" sMean i arranfremenF'oT" 
lyio, :pro- progenies 
of sgeny : Spreading : Rotind Parents and indices 
:trees :index 
Anisim .82 X Ashton .70 Kt 1.11 e & 
If.W, Greening ,88 X Opalescent ,74 12 1.07 0 ® 0 
Col» Orange .89 X Jonathan .79 29 0.93 @ a 0 
Anisim 982 z Blc Oxford i ,87 76 1«04 0 •; 
N.Vi, Greening ,88 X Harringteai ,82 75 1,11 
Jonathan .79 X Salora© ,99 15 0,80 0® 
Anisim .82 X Hubbard, 1.00 72 1,13 e 
Antonovka 1,12 X Ashton ,70 55 1.07 © 0 •••;: 
Jonatlmn ,79 X Antonovka I.IS 41 1.09 3 0: • 
Antonovka 1,12 X Jonathan .79 291 1,05 @ 
Delieioua 1.12 X Jonathan .79 17 1.16 S 
Anisim .82 X Delicious 1,12 270 1.03 Q 
Delicious 1,12 X Harrington , ,82 19 1,18 © 
Antonovka 1,12 X Bl. Oxford . ,87 135 1,07 © • 0 
H,W, Greening .88 X Delicioua 1,12 99 1.12 e 
Delicious 1.12 X Salome .99 12 l.^ rl 0 
Grimes 1.24 X H.Vs, Green ;, ,88 13 1,06 @ 0 V; 
K,W» Greening .88 X Grisies 1,24 65 1,17 
Col, Orange .89 X Grimes 1,24 10 .99 0 
K,W, Greening .88 X YV, Pippin 1.S8 22 1.49 $ 
N, Spy 1.39 X Jonathan ,79 5 1.19 
Han-'ingtoa .82 X K, Spy 1.39 64 1.10 © 0 
Antonovka 1.12 X Delicious 1.12 352 1.11 e 
H.Yif, Gpoenlng ,88 X K. Spy 1.39 70 1.24 $ 
Antonovlca 1.12 X Grimes 1.24 43 1,27 
Grimes 1.24 X Antonovka 1.12 74 1.33 
Deliciovis 1,12 X II, spy 1.39 16 1.44 
H. Spy 1.S9 X Delicious 1.12 264 1,15 
Grimes 1,24 X W, Pippin 1,28 36 1.30 












Parents and Progenies* 
slean j'Crra.phi'HI arrangement" 'of""^ pareaiis' "anfl" ——— 
; Ko, ;pro- ; progenies ^ 
; of tgeny SpreTdinig ; RoijSa 
; trees; index :7S^i',6ST^ ;;"85'i";'9"gn. QS.iJOig :i;^BrfT;^T^¥gTIT^ 
10 1.11 © © 0 
12 1,07 & @ 0 
89 0 e93 @ ® 0 
76 1,04 09 0 
75 1«11 
• 0 
15 0.80 0® & 
72 1.13 s ©. 0 
® 55 1.07 0 
41 1.09 s Or. © 
291 1.05 & 0 • i © 
17 1.16 & 0© 
270 1.03 0 @ 
19 1.18 , o® 
135 1,07 @ 0 @ 
99 1,12 e • •: 0® 
12 1,41 & ® 
15 1.06 & 0 t 
65 1,17 & 0 0 
10 .99 0 0 @ 
22 1,49 (» 
5 1.19 
•1 ° 
64 1.10 0 0 
352 1,11 ® : 0® 
70 1.24 0 © 
43 1.27 00 
74 1,33 i ® $ 0 
16 1,44 i ® © 
264 1.15 ' 0® 
36 1.30 @0& 
29 1,30 & 0 • $ 

Tatle 15, Parent-Groups .-ii-ranged irlth Rcferenoe to Shape 
Indices of Parents- and Progenies 
Ooirii-ion 
parent 
Incllces of :Llcan progeny 
other parents :inuicss below 
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The parent-groiqjs are arranged vrith reference to the 
shape Indicss of the corasaon parents in Table IB. The sha,pe 
index nierisurements of the second, parent are not known in every 
case. Tlie mean shane Indices of the common parents are nlven in 
column four. The means ox the T)rogeriie8 thfrt 3.re less than 
the mean of the t:)arent are Tilaced in the coluan to the left; 
and the means of the progenies that are more than the raean of 
the parent, to the rif^t. 
The first thirty-three ^orogeny mesns are higher tha.n the 
means of their respective parents and s^re in the coluiim to the 
right. Of the next thirty-four progeny means, tv/o are equal 
to the mean of the -oarent, sixteen are higher, and sixteen are 
lower. Of the last twelve progeny Keans, ti^ro are higher and 
ten are lO'^fer than the mean of their conmon parent, Morthern Spy. 
The mean shape indices of the coramon parents range from 
0.79 to l,39j or from spreading to upright-spreading. Sach of 
these parents were crossed with varieties having various shape 
indices as shovm in the second column. If ^Dartial dominance 
•cxere not present some of the arogeny means of ^nisiirij North­
western Greening, and Oolorado Orange parents v/ould be less 
than the Keans of their respective parents. 
The data in Table 16 indicate that round shape is 
partially dominant, that the "regression to?/ard the mesn of the 
race" centers at or near the shape index of 1.05, or near the 
- a 6 -
center of tho aeasurernents for round shape inde 
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'.Fable 17. Percentage Distribution of Shape Indices In Trees of 
C ombin ed Pro geni es, 
' ^^ 0* • '"led^y^dlame^eef ~~t^ 
Parent-groups J of ; Spreading t ^ounS ^ -spreading'' 
;treq3;755t765lt^;t55i»95sl.b5arig;i,8syi.3'gtr;;^tir5g^ 
Delicious 1511 1 3 7 11 16 11 14 12 9 6 
Colorado Orange 63 S 4 16 16 17 5 15 5 4 11 
Hortherri Spy 759 1 4 9 15 10 15 14 10 9 .  5 
Anisim 58.3 1 5 11 IS 17 13 13 12 6 4 2 
Jonatlian 549 4 3i) 15 19 12 14 10 7 5 2; 
Harrington 223 2 •7 11 15 11 15 13 9 9 S 
Mtonovka 1066 1 2 6 11 19 14 17 11 9 4 5 
Grimes 288 1 S 6 IS 8 14 13 12 10 s 






ri^ glit-slprea'SIn^ '^  "" u•Dr'l'pja'b ;^ Mean sStandai'd. » of 
25 :l »3'?Tr;;Wri^ 5Sl|; .65 s l.VSTr^ nTTsB": ; deviation; wriabillti llTL... I ..iixil.. ..... L 1 II II M-IIIKHIIIIJ - 'l>-
IS 9 6 . ;s, 5 2 1 1 1.14 ,01 ,30 26,31 
s 4 11 4 1 1,03 ,02 ,27 25.21 
14 10 9 " 5.:- 4 2 1 1 1.20 ± ,01 ,28 23.33 
12 6 4 2 2 1 1.05 t ,01 ,27 25.71 
10 7 5 2-: 1 1,05 ± ,01 ,23 21.90 
IS 9 9 s 2 2 1,13 ± .01 .26 23,01 
11 9 4 5 2 1,07 ir .01 ,24 21.24 
13 12 10 8/ 7 I 2 1 1.S5 ± ,01 .28 22,40 
14 7 7 5! 3 3 1 1 1,16 ± ,08 .29 25.00 

ii. soooncl sort of evidence for partial aominonce is indicat 
oq in the skevrness of tiie progeny distribution cutygs. The 
distribulions of the combinsd. proguiiios in each of the parent-
groups in Table 17 were tested for slcevmoss .ath the formula, 
skevmess == (mean - liiode) / standard deviation. The results are 
in the foliov;ing table; 










(1,0? - !).95) / 0.27 
{l.U ~ 0.95) / 0.30 
(l»20 "" I.Od) / p»2c3 
(1.05 ~ 0.95) / 0,27 
(1.05 - 0,95) / 0.23 
(1,15 - 1.05) / 0,26 
(1,07 - 0.95) / 0,2'i 
(1.25 - 1.15) / 0,20 
(1.15 - 1.Q5) / 0.29 









Positive skewness in ail of ths above curves of distribu­
tion inaioates dominance for the low numbers or E;pr..-ading shape 
of tree. 
A third kind of evidence for dominance is furnished by the 
three sets of graphs in Plate I, The four (::raphs in a show the 
dii-.rihutions of the largest Antonovlia prog-iniss. The nine grap 
in S and 0 give the distributions of the ooinbined progenies in 
each of the nine parent-groups. The rather extraordinary ;'nd 
interesting thing is the oocurrencs of a double mode in each of 
the thirteen curves of distribution. I'iven sore reriarkable is 
that the two modal points fall at C.95 and 1.15 in each group. 
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HarrinrrtpTi---2gS trees 
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They both fall in the round shtpe of trees and on either side 
of the shape index of 1.05. ',;hile these apple varieties are 
heterozygous with respect to tree shape ?;hey evidently carry 
(1) a large number of ininor factors Tor shape cis v;ell as (S) 
a feYiT major dorainfant ones. 
Besides inheritance of 'biendinc'nature due to launy genes 
and partial doBiinance due to a few major dominant genes there 
is doubtless the "coEibining effect" of several or xaany do:rdnant 
genes or "nicking", Tviis is difficult to measure but it aay 
explain cases vfnere an individual tree or the iieans of a progeny 
hus an unusual shape vhen coHipared with the shapes of its parents. 
The first cross in Table IS is a good example. The aean index 
of the riiid-parent is 0,70 and the mean index of the progeny is 
1.11. Inheritance with parliial 'dominance could hardly give this 
unusually high shape value. The inTluence of "nicking" is 
probably added to these. There are severs! crosses in Table 
18 of this saiae sort. In most of these cases "nicking" is no 
doubt giving an added yffect to partial dominance in the sasae 
direction, toivard a aore uprii-:ht shape of tree. 
The variability in shape of tree is rauch greater in the 
cross-bred progenies than in the varieties. This is best 
seen in the shape distribution of trees In Tables la to 9a, 
Within varieties the inheritance is identical and the variability 
is due to differences in environment. The standard deviations 
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range from 0.09 to Q.14, In the cross-bred progenies the 
variability is aue both to eiivironraental causes and differences 
in inheritance, and the i:taridard deviations range from about 
0.18 to 0,40. Varieties generally fall v/ithin one tree shape 
or between two tree shapes. ..'hile there are all four tree 
shapes in a iuajority of prog nies the percentage of each shape 
varies in each progeny. 
There are sight reciprocal crosses soext-r-d throurh the 
parent-group. ,!i. separate list of these, v;ith Lhe number of 
trees in each and the mean shape index of each progeny, is given 
in Table 18. 
Table 13, OoiEparison of Uean Sliape of I£j.d-parent and Prop,eny 
Mean 
index i'visan index Dif, 
Parentiage mid- of progeny P. E. dif. 
parent T 
iuiisijii X i'xs'nton 0.76 1.11 + 0.03 11,00 
N, . Greening 2 Cpalescont C.Gl 1,07 0.10 XJ # "v ^  
Col. Orange X Jonathan V .34: 0.93 0.05 S,00 
Anisim X 31,Oxford 0.B4 1.04 V. « W 9.00 
N.v< .Green ing X Harrington 0.85 1.11 •f 0.0? 12,00 
Jonathan X Saloffic 0.S9 0.80 + 0.02 4.00 
/diisim X iiubbardston G.91 I.IS T 0.03 10,00 
•uitonovka X .iShton 0.91 1.07 + 0.02 10,00 
Jonatlian X ..intonovka 0.95 1.09 •f 0.03 •x . OO 
xintonovka X Jonathan 0,95 1,05 0.01 11.00 
Delicious X Jonathan 0,95 1.16 
"r 
0.04 5,00 
^uiisim V Delicious 0.6? i.oa X 0.01 4.00 
Delicious X liarrijigton 0,9*7 1.16 T 0.04 5.00 
Mtonovlca X 31.Oxford 0.99 1.07 im 0.01 5,00 
N,i7.Gre.;ning X Delicious 1.00 1.12 % 0.02 5.00 
Delicious X iialoiiis 1,05 1.41 
+ 
0.04 9.00 
Grimes X Greening 1.06 1,06 0.05 0.00 
il.'i. Greening X G*r iiflii s 1,06 1,17 0. OS 5.00 
Col. Orange X Griraos 1.06 0«9-2 +• «V 0,10 0,00 
Greening. X •;;!iite Pippin 1.08 1.49 m 0,04 10,00 
N. opy Tr Jonathan 1.09 1.19 
+ 
.i. 0,05 2.00 
Harrington X ii. 3 py 1.10 1.10 •r 0.03 0,00 
/jatonovka X Deliolous 1.12 1.11 T J, 0,01 0.00 
N.'i/.Greening X K, bpy 1 * I'j 1.24 0.02 0 » u'U 
i'mtonovka X Grimes 1.18 1.S7 + 0.03 i5 0 '•«' 0 
Grimes X Antonovka 1.16 1.S3 + 0.02 7^00 
Delioious X ". Spy 1.25 1,44 "f 0,05 4.00 
N, Spy X Oalicious 1.3^ 1.15 -r j. 0,01 7.00 
Grimes X white Pippin 1.26 1.50 *T 0.04 1,00 
ii, b py X Wealthy 1.27 1.30 T 0.03 1,00 
Ratio of mean differonce of the shape indices over the • 
sq_uare root of tno sura of the S(g.uareE of the tvio probable 
errors. Ed =. -i s| 
uo •" 
Table 19. Roaisrooul (Jrosses 
P&renta; -e O « o cin in dex of Di 1 
trees • proge ny V 









0 # o 0 
0 e O 7 
+ 
•t- 0. Old 0 ,02  O 
.30 
li OiiG. t dcin X .Lntoiiovka 41 1,09 0.05 1 .30 
ihrl". onovka 7: Jonathan c-j91 1.G5 A. 0.01 
Jonathan X Dolicious 128 1.04 
+ 
0.01 rr O .00 
Delicious X Jonathan 17 X»lb + 0 ft U 'i: 
K»:i,Green X Grimes o'o 1.17 
+ Q,02 9 ,00 
Griiacs % vV.Graon, It) 1.06 -f 0.05 
Harrington x uaiiisdsll ij t £2 1.19 + + 0.04 0 I7,'\ 0 / U 
I\ £u 0. S d' - 11 i1)» J iHarrington 34 1.22 0.02 
Pewauhee X K, Spy ica 1.14 
+ 
-i- 0.02 5 .70 














Ant ono vlca X Gri L2.es 43 1.27 
+ 
0.03 1 .10 
Griaies X xUitonovka 74 1.35 0.02 
Heciprocsl crosses in plants generally givo results tliet 
arcj quite siiidlar. iiov/ever, the raeaas are significantly 
different in the third, siztli, and sevtuth reciproc Is in 
Table 19^ The moan differences in these three cases :iiit;ht be 
due to the s.nall number of trees in one of each pair of crosses 
or it riiight he due Lo soir.e peculiarity of the cytoplasm. 
or to ssx differences in gametic fertility. 
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Prepotency of the Barents vutli Kespect to Shape 
The principle underlying the pro^^sny test is that the 
reseirihlanoe betv/esn parant &nd offspring rests on the nuiiibor 
of Identical genes that ar; coiauion to both. The breeding 
qualities of the parent are best Jud£;0d by its offsnrinr and 
these are raeasurad by the orogony test. Beomse apple 
varieties are propagated by vogetative ruproduction, apple 
breeders seldom have the paired Keasurer^ients nuoessary to get 
a correlation ooeffici-jnt. This difficulty is overooine by 
•using a prepotency for::iula or aquation instead. The follo^ving 
adapted from those used by animal breeders is well suited to 
apple breeding vorlc: 
A, parent's prepotency = the xaean of the progeny - one~ha 
the difference between the other parent's measure fsnd the mean 
of the progeny. If the ;nean of the progeny is less than the 
other parent's measure the last terra is subtracted from the 
first; otherv/ise, it is added. If thare are two or r.iore 
progenies the 8.verage of the several results gives the 
prepotsnoy of the parent. The follovdng is the uiel.hod used in 
dete/mining the prepotency of the Antonovka ve.riety vvith 
reference t@ tree shape; 
r/l' 
The s hape indices of the 01} a G parents, the mean shapes 







Xing :Jona-: GrlBies :Delic-:31aclc ; crimes:jona-
• 
• 1 David;than : :ious :Oxford * e ; than 
0o70 : O.Sl: 0.79; 1.2-1 : 1,12 : 0.87 1.24 : 0.79 
i.ioan I 1.U7 : laO'^* 1.0 1.27 : 1.11 : 1.07 1. oo « 1» 
x'rerjotsnoy: S. ^ * 1«10 2 1". IB A 1.28 : l.lu : 1.17 1,3? ; 1.24 
/.verage prepotency shape index of .ijitonovka, 1.S2 
Since rooiprooal crosses gave significunt differences in 
so:ae eases they were used as separate prog;:nijs. The nuRiber of 
tre .5 in a progeny va.ried froia six to 252, and tVio nu;'aber of 
progcnias used in computing the ppcpotency shape index values 
varied from tv;o to thirteen. The folVovviag are the prepotcncy 
values for fourteen of the parents viith referencs to shape 
indices; 
:]:•! umber Nuiuber [JO Preootsncy 
Parent ; of of pro- ind'jx shape Difference 




f Uo 2 0.70 1.10 ' O , "i:0 
Jonathan ; 549 9 0,79 0.93 0,14 
j'ving David I 101 2 O.Bl 0.98 0.17 
-uarrington ; 223 5 0.82 1.14 0,02 
.^nisiiu - L-, v: -X 0 0.82 1.06 0.26 
Black Oxford J 211 2 0.67 1,06 0,19 
11Greening ; 3o6 C 0 .dt) 1,22 0.S4 
Gol. Orange : 69 '3 0.B9 0,96 0.07 
Salome : 113 0.99 1.1& 0.17 
Delicious :1011 lo 1.12 1.23 0,11 
/aitonovkc: :1065 7 1 . 1(C 1. 2U 0,08 
Grisiies • o c.' n • f 7 1.24 1. 2o 0,04 
i^/hite Pippin : 68 0 1.28 1.56 0. 2C3 
Korthorn Opy •. 751 9 1,39 1.55 -0.05 
In. all but one of the parents the prapotenoy index for 
trae sliape is higher than the shape index of the parent. The 
one oxoaption is Korfcharn Spy, The parents that gave pronounced 
differoncfts in shape indicos aere Ashton, Horthivestern Greening, 
iiarrington, and White Pippin. The differences in case of those 
four varieties are 0.45, 0.34, 0.32, ana 0.28, The progeny 
test enables the breeder to determine the prepotency of bis 
oar.-vuts from small prog^ raes of their offspring. These results 
enable him to bettor select parents of both sexes Tor future 
breeding uorlc. 
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Inheritance of Quality of Tree 
In Tables Ic to 9c (Appendix) are given tlie distrilnitions 
of eacii parent-group and its progenies with reference to (1) the 
grade of tree, (S) the shape of tree, (3) the habit of growth, 
and (4) the ^iuality of scaffold branches. 
'Tree quality 
The four grades of trees for the combined progenies of each 
parent-group are given in Table 20. 
Table 20. Grade or quality of Tree in Parent-groups 
Parent-groups Proisienies combined 
No. of Percentage Percent- Percent­ Percent-
trees verv .!?,Qod dff.e sood age fair T)00r F, "'vp; 
Delicious 1519 28 27 27 18 55 
Colorado Orange 69 13 20 31 36 33 
Northern Spy 763 29 27 26 18 56 
Anisia 584 27 33 22 18 60 
Jonathan 552 37 22 26 14 60 
Harrington 226 16 38 30 16 54 
i'mtonovka 1066 54 25 15 : 6 79 
Grimes 288 38 27 23 12 65 
H.V/, Greening 351 31 31 22 16 62 
•The percsn.ta-j.:es of good and very good trees, trees of super­
ior quality and suitable for orchard planting, are given in the 
column on the right. The parent-groups that give the greatest 
number of suitable trees for planting are Antonovka and G-riiaes, 
'Ihose that give the least nuiuber are Colorado Orange and 
Delicious, 
The Y/ide variation within as well as between parent-groups 
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is shown graphically in Plate II. iiach horizontal line one unit 
in length represents a progeny and its percentage of {--ood and 
very good trees is shomi on the vertical axis, '^'he lov;::st oi"* 
the A.ntonovka progenies is higher than the highest of the Colorado 
Orange pro£;enies. The lov;est of the Delicious progenies has 
eighteen per cent of good, and very good trees and the hit^hest of 
the jJelicious progenies has eighty-t\7o per cent, or over four 
times as aiany trees suitable for orchard planting, The progeiiies 
that give the highest percentages of suitable trees in quality 
are seen to he scattered through the parent-groups. The ten best 
and the ten poorest progenies as to quality of trees are given in 
Table 18. 
Table 21, Gross-bred Apple Progenies Arranged with 
Reference to Tree Quality 
Percent­ Percent­
Parentage of best age good Parentage of Poor­ age good 
progenies in rank and very est progenies in and very 
order good rank order good 
trees trees 
Anisiin 2 Ashton 100 Delicious z Northern Spy SB 
Grimes x E,;7, Green. 92 McMahon x Northern Spy 37 
Antonovka x Ashton 91 Nelson 3vv. x Grimes 35 
Antonovka x Griines 86 Delicious x Jonathan 55 
Antonovka x iJellcious 82 Col.Orange x iuaes 463 33 
Antonovka x iCing David 81 Delicious x Harrington 5S' 
Grl'iies X Antonovka 80 Salome X donathan SB 
Antonovka x Black Oxford , 75 Harrington x Rainsdell 3„ 19 
K.W.Green x Northern 3py 74 Bl.Annette x Delicious 18 
Patten 1002 x Delicious 74 Ool.Grange x Yel.Newtovm 0 
-"itnamMi 
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Prepotency of the Parents with Respect to 'Quality of 'Tree 
'ilie prepotency indices of the parent varieties for quality 
of tree were deteroiinai. by the progeny test. The sarae fOKaula 
as t;iven under shape index of tree was used. The number of trees 
in a progeny varied from 6 to 55Sj and the nuniber of progenies 
for computing each prepotency index from tvio to thirteen. The 
follo^;:in£ are the prepotency values of twenty apple varieties 
vdth reference to grade of tree: 
Prepotency 
Parent •number of Kuaiber Grade index for Difference 
progenies Oi. of grade of 
trees tree tree 
Ashton 2 65 3.5 3.7 -0.2 
Antonovka 7 1056 3.7 3,1 0.6 
Anisiffl 5 583 3,5 2.8 0.7 
Ilubbardston rJ 111 3,0 2.8 0.2 
N,v;. Greening 6 355 4.0 2.6 1,4 
Patten 1011 ir> 89 4,0 2.6 1.4 
Black Oxford S 211 3,5 2.5 1,0 
Patten 1000 2 44 3.0 2.5 O.o 
Griiaes 7 287 3.8 <d , 4 1.4 
Pev/aukee 3 132 4.0 2.4 1.6 
white Pippin 5 58 3.5 2.4 1,1 
Northern Spy 9 761 3.5 2.3 1,2 
Delicious 13 1511 3,8 2.2 1.5 
Salome 3 113 3,6 2.2 1.4 
Ramsdell S, 3 93 2.5 2.2 0,3 
Jonathan 9 549 3.7 2,1 1.6 
Harrington 5 223 2.5 E.O 0,5 
Nelson S. E 57 3,0 1.6 l.S 
Col.Orange 2 69 3,6 1.5 o p. 
Black Annette r: 2.5 1.4 1.1: 
The prepotency index of Ashton with respect to grade of 
tree is superior to all the others. It is the only parent variety 
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that lias a genotype superior to its plienotype v,lth respect to 
this trait 6 Itext in the order of superior breeding quality of 
tree ;:rade are Antonovka, anisim, Huhbardston, HorthP/estern 
Greening, and Patten 1011« 'rhe poorest in hreeding quality with 
respect to grade of tree are Black Annette, Colorado Grange, 
and Helson bvjeet. The differences between the prepotency grade 
and the grade of the parent trees are very great, ranging froia 
0.2 in case of Hahbardston to 2.0 in case of Colorado Orange. 
" 42 " 
Tree 3hape 
The fciu- shapes of trees for the coiiLbined progenias of each 
parent-group are given in Table 22, 
Table 2£. ^hape of Tree in Parsnt-groups 
Parent-groups rroKenies ooxabined 
No. of Tercent- Percent­ Percent­ Percent­ Percsntag 
trees age age age up­ age up­ spreading 
drooping spreading right right a:nd up­
spread­ right 
ing snreadim; 
ijelicious 1519 1 15 42 42 57 
Col. Orange 69 14 42 55 9 77 
K. apy 731 0 10 35 55 45 
Anisim 584 0 11 45 44 56 
Jonathan 551 1 22 49 28 71 
Harrington 226 0 13 51 55 64 
Antonovka 1065 1 25 45 29 70 
Grimes 289 0 14 44 45 58 
Greening 361 0 14 
• 
48 
• • M • 
58 62 
ITie percentages of spreading snd upright-spreading trees 
coiiihined, the two of the four shapes that are considered suitable 
for orchard planting, are riiven in the coluian to the ri,;ht. The 
pa rent-groups that five the .Teatest niuaber of suitable trees 
v;ith reference to shape are Colorado Cranije, Jonathan, and 
Antonovka. Those that give the least nuiaber are Nortiiern Spy, 
Anisia, and Grimes. However, the variation with reference to 
shape of tree is greater between the progenies of a paj.'ent-group 
than botvieen the parent-groups. 
The variation in shape "Within as well as betiveen parent-
groups is sho'vn graphically in Tlate III. Each horizontal line 
one unit in length represents a progeny and its percentage of 
spreading anci upright-Kpreading trees is shown on the vertical 
axis. The variation in percentage of suitable trees as to shape 
Tor planting is very great in most of the parent"£:roupSe In 
C-riaies the progenies ran^;e from SE to 100 per cent. In Northern 
Spy from 25 to 80 per cent. The progenies that give the highest 
percentages of trees suitable in shape for planting are seen to 
be scattered through the various parent-groups. The ten best and. 
the ten poorest progenies as to desirable shape of tree are 
given in Table 23, 
Table 23, Cross-bred Apple Trogenies Arranged with 
rieference to Desirable ohape of Tree 
Percent­ ; >Lrex ecjiit*" 
age of age of 
Parentage of best spreadin g Parentage of poor- spreading 
progenies in rank and up­ : est progenies in and up-
order right ; rank order rieh-t 
spreading spreading 
trees ; trees 
Grimes x M.W,Greening 100 tAnisim X Hubbardston 45 
Col.Orange x Grimes 100 :Delicious X C'-alooe 42 
intonovka x Ashton 94 :Mcidahon X M.Spy 35 
Harrington x i\iiies 4-88 88 rPatten 1000 z Delicious 34 
Jonathan x Salome 87 :Fatten lOOO X Jonathan 35 
Col.Orange x Yel^Mewtown 83 ; i'u,aes 513 X K. Spy 33 
Cxrimes x Antonovka 80 : Antonovka X Griisiss 32 
N.Spy X Jonathan 80 ; N.Spy X Delicious 32 
Antonovka x Jonathan 75 :Salome X N. Spy 25 








The four grades of trees sith reference to their branching 
habit for the coiabined progenies of each parent-group are given 
in Table 24. 
Table 24, Branching Habit of 'free in farent-gronps 
Percent­
Parent-groups Ko. of Percent­ Percent- Percent­ Percent­ age open, 
trees age open are iiied- age aed- age rae d. open 
iuia open iiua dense dense and aed. 
dense 
Delicious 1526 5 30 41 24 76 
Col.Orange 59 9 33 36 £2 78 
Northern Spy 761 4 26 41 29 71 
ilnisim 591 4 25 40 31 69 
Jonathan 552 S 24 45 28 72 
Harrington 226 4 29 41 26 74 
Antonovka 1067 4 26 40 30 70 
Grimes 289 5 24 52 59 61 
N.k, Greening 361 4 E6 41 29 71 . 
The percentage of open, medium-op en, and iiJediuni-danse coiiibined, 
the three of the four grades that are considered suitable for 
orchard planting, are given in the coluan to the right. The 
variation of these combined percentages is rather small, ranging 
from 61 to 78. 
The variation in branching; habit v;ithin as vi'ell as between 
parent-groups is shovm graphically in Plate IV. Each horizontal 
line one unit in length represents a progeny and its position 
with reference to the vertical axis gives its coabined percentages 
of open, iaediufa-open, and Lasdima-dense liabits of branching. Here 
again, the variation between progenies is very great. The 
C 
progenies of Jonathan vary in p.jrcontage froa 33 to 86; 
Colorado Orange, froiii 5S to 92; iiortliern Spy, rro::a 47 to ^1; 
and Nortiiwestern Greening, froxa 45 to 100. xhe ten best 
proi;ienies ivitii reference to branching habit are found in seven 
Oi the parent-groups, i'he ten poorest progenies are found in 
eiiiht of the parent-groups. The ten best end the ten poorest 
progenies as to branching habit are given in Table £5. 
Table 25, Gross-bred jVpple Progenies Arranged with 
Reference to Desirable iiranching Sabit 
Percent­ rercent 
age of age of 
Parentage of best open, Percentage of poorest open, 
progenies in rank iiie d. ~ 0 pe n pr o ge n i e s in rank iUed. -op 
order and laed.- order and :i).ed 
ciense dense 
trees trees 
Harrington X /imes 488 100 lieMahon X K'.Spy 53 
Fatten 1015 X Delicious • 9S Pevfaukee X Ii.Spy 53 
Col.Grange X iel»Hewtown 92 Grimes X rJiite Pippin 50 
Patten 1011 X N.Spy 91 Antonovka X King ii;;!Vid 49 
Anisira X Ashton 90 SalOiue X K.Spy 47 
N.Spy X ijealthy 90 AnisiiH X Ilubbardston 46 
Patten 1011 X Delicious 86 Patten 1000 X Delicious 43 
Jol.Orange X Jonathan 86 Helson 3v;. X Griraes 37 
Harrington X-iuSpy 80 Go1.0range X Mother 33 
M.Spy X Lielicious 84 Patten 1000 X Jonathan 35 
\ I , J. 
Scaffold Branches 
The four grades of trees with reference to their scaffold 
branches for the combined progenies of each parent-group are given 
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in Table 2&;. 
xable 26. ocaffold Erancbes of free in farent-groups 















Delicious 15S£ 19 : 40. S3 8 41 
Gol. Orange 69 1? : 45 3S 5 SB 
Northern Spy 770 10 : 36 36 10 46 
Mil si:.£i 587 12 : 41 38 9 47 
Jonat han 552 17 : E5 47 16 63 
Harrington 225 14 ; 30 46 10 56 
Antonovka 1067 6 : 29 48 17 65 
Grimes 289 9 : 38 37 16 53 
v'reening 351 17 ; 40 35 7 • 43 
The percentage of good and very good trees coiabinedj tag 
only two grades that are considered suitable for orchard planting, 
are p-iven in the column to the rifO'ht. The three parent-groups 
having the hi^-liest ranking are .intonovka, Jonathan, and Har'rin;.;ton 
The three having the lov/est ranking are Colorado Orange, Delicious 
and iiorthwestern Greening. The percentage range varies froia 38 
to 65. 
The variation in the ciiality of scaffold branches v/ithin as 
well as between parent-groups is shovai graphically in Plate Y. 
Each horizontal line one unit in length represents a progeny and 
its position -..Ith reference to the vertical axis gives its 
coiabined percentages of trees having good and vcsry good scaffold 
branches. Only the two better grades of the four with reference 
— 4:9 — 
to scaffold brandies are considered suitable for orchard 
planting. -The progenies of donatiian vary in percentage from 
zero to 80; Colorado Orange, froia 16 to 45; Northern Spy, froia 
zero to 72; and Hortliwe.stern Greeniur, from 2S to IOC, Again, 
there is a wide variation in the pror^ienies. 
The twelve best progenies v;ith reference to the quality of 
scaffold branchoE are found in eight of the parent-groups, fhe 
tea pooraat progenies are found in six of the parent-groups, 
fhe ten best arid the ten poorest progenies as to quality of 
scaffold branches are given in fable £7. 
fable 87,  Cross-bred Apple frogenies Arranged v/ith 
jieference to Desirable Scaffold Branches 
Percent­ J Percent­
age good : age good 
Parentage of best EHid very : Parentage of poorest and very 
progenies in rank good : prog^eniss in rank g:ood 
order scaffold; order scaffold 
branches branches 
Grimes X jS.vj.Greening ; 100 :Salome x Jonathan 28 
Antonovka X King David 81 rPatten IOCS x j.elicious 26 
Antonovka X Jonathan 80 :A'.Spy X Delicious 25 
Patten 1000 X Delicious 80 A.Greening x Delicious 23 
Anisiffi X liubbardston 79 rPatten 1015 x r;elieious 19 
Patten 1000 X Jon.athan 79 •.Col.Orange x Another 16 
. .nt ono Yka X ,\shton 72 :AcAahon x J-.Spy 15 
fatten 1011 X Aelicious 72 :B1,Annette x Delicious 11 
Harrington X i'i. Spy 72 :King David x Anisim 8 









Evaluation of lieasurerjents 
iTlie apple breeder is desirous of knov/ing iiow uany and 'Bhet 
lasasurlufients to iaake to evaluate tiie trees in a progeny and to 
eo;aparo tlie grade of trees in different progenies, with this 
question of uieasureiaents in laind tne means of six different 
iaeasurerrients for each of fifty-five progenies were coraiated and 
placed in Table 28, A multiple correlation wes calculated from 
these laeasureaents, using grade of tree for the dependent 
variable and shape index, branching habit, quality of scaffold 
branches, vigor of tree, and quality of foliage for the 
independent variables. 
The siiMle correlation coefficients and the betas were 
deteriained, and froiii these the jiultiple correlation coefficient, 
and iihe regression eouation were determined. Those values are 
as follows: 
Index ; Habit : Branches; ¥igor : Foliage Grade 
A t B C D ; £) 
rAB=~0,076 :rAG^ 0.118; rAi)= 0.371 :rAi.i'= 0.246 rAX= 0.131 
;rBC>-0.1ia: rBD=~0.095:rBS=-C,006 ri3^:v= -0.029 
• ; ; rCi)= O.SlltrCii^  ^0.472 rGl= 0.607 
;ri)ii]= 0.785 rDX= 0.749 
: J, 0.7CG 
PM=-C.126 pXB=0.032 :j5AC=0«22t3 jj—0«'iSD ;pjiiij—&. 291 
t= 1.356 t=0..371 : t=2,053 t=2.691 : t=2.109 
R = 0.81 
From Fisher's Table the least significant value for the 
siiaple coefficients of correlation ^ ^ith fifty-three degrees 
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Of freedom is 0.256, riliile 0.345 is highly significant. The 
least significant value for K ?>ith forty-nine degrees of free-
dora is 0.444, while 0,508 is highly sij:;;nificarit. The least 
significant value for the betas ivith forty-nine degrees of 
freedom is t = 2.009, while t = 2.680 is highly significant. 
llie above results that are :.;ignificant are pXC and pXE, 
while riiD, r'cd,' rOE, rCS, rDSi, rX)X, rSX, H, and pXD are highly 
significant. 
The simple correlation coefficients indicate that shape 
index is significantly correlated vdth but one of the other five 
variables, vigor of tree. Apical -I'oivth aoiainanee in vertical 
shoots and upright growing trees is very noticable but as yet 
there is no general agreenitnt as to the cause. Branching habit 
is not correlated vath any of the other variables. On the other 
hand, the simple correlation coefficients betv<een branches, vigor, 
foliage, and grade of tree are each highly significant. This 
means that a high -iuality of foliage vvould produce a vigorous tree 
grOYjth which v/ould result in strong scaffold branches. 
The highly significant value of R indicates that the aultiple 
correlation coefficient and regression are characteristic of an 
asEociation among, the variables and are not to be attributed to 
randoia saiupling. S'or esti;;iating tree grade the follovdng 
approxiraate if/eights can be attached to the five independent 
variables: 
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: : Standard regression:i-ercentags 
Variable : Symbol : coefficient :oT va 
Index : A : -0.1257 : 11 
Habit ; B : 0.0319 : 4 
Brandies : C : 0,2S30 : 20 
Vigor : D : 0.4250 : 29 
jjoiia^-e : E : 0.2910 : SjL 
Total : : 1.1066 : 100 
The standard regression coefficient of grade on index being 
non-signi,iieant, i.aay be only a peculiarity of the saiaple, The 
standard regression coefficient of grade on branching habit is 
positive, Sisiall, and non-significant, A poor brcnching habit is 
often due to an excessive grov/th of v;ood that causes many small 
branches to develop and qtovu Branching habit is not sij/nificantl 
correlated v.lth any of the other variables. It is not confined 
to certain prof;enies, the percentage of trees vdth poor branching 
habit bein.;-: quite constant in all the progenies. 
The three other betas, or standard regression coefficients 
of i-rade on branches, grade on vigor, and grade on foliage, are 
highly significant. The conclusions are that grade of tree is 
associated inainiy v;ith scaffold branches, vigor of tree, and 
quality of foliage, and that vigor is the .uost iiiiportcnt of 
these three in estimating grade. The regression equation is: 
X = -C,3717A + 0.0446B + 0,26060 + 0,38041) + 0,2777.2 + 0,6569 
The values of the several variables in each progeny were 
substituted in the regression ecuation and the ostlaated iiiean 
t 
grade of tree v/as coiJijiUted for each, arade of tree can no'w be 
predicted for further breeding v,ork vdth any of these crosses. 
Also, the grade of tree for other crosses of standard varieties 
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of apple trees could be deteriiiined by sabstitutiii/? tiie values of 
the five independent i^.easureaents in the regression equation 
and solving for X. 
The "estijiiated grade" subtracted from "grade" gave the 
"error of estiiiiate" for each progeny, for the fifty-five errors 
of estimate the standard deviation is 0,29, i"uo-thirds, or 67 
per cent, of the errors of estiii^te are expected to fall between 
-'-0o29 and -0.^9. Of the fifty-five cases, thirty-nine, or 71 per 
cent, fell within this range. This result indicates tliat the 
i]ieasur.:aents of grade were very accurately -aade snd that an 
experienced pomologist can deternine vdth confidence the tree 
ciuality frora a single judgiaent iaeasureuient, grade of tree . 
The greater nuiaber of positive erx-ors of estiiiiste at the top 
of the table and of negative errors of estiiaate at the bottora 
indicate that experienced v/orkers mj slightly over estiiiiate the 
better trees and slightly under estisiate the poorer trees. 
The progenies in Table 28 are arranged with reference to 
grade of tree. The parents trausniittin;' the 'iiost satisfactory 
traits v;ith reference to hii[li grade of tree are found at the 
head of the list; the least satisfactory, at the bottom. The 
parents of both the best and poorest progenies are seen to be 
scattered rather ..-Idely in the table. Definite coitfoinations of 
parents rather than certain parent-groups give the greatest 
percentage of highly desirable trees v.'ith reference to grade. 
Table 28. Tree Grades Sistimated Singly and froia Five 
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Ams s ol3 X is. bpy 21 1.5 
W. V. o Greening 65 1,2 
Harrington X N.Spy 64 1.1 
Grimes X Wh.Pippin 36 1.3 
Patten 1011 x N. Spy 46 1.1 
Harrington X ilBies 488 9 1.1 
Delicious Salome IS 1.4 
Patten 1000 X Jonathan 9 1.4 
Anisira B1, Oxfox'd 75 1,0 
Spy X Fewaukee SS 1.4 
ColoOrange X Jonat la a,n 29 0.9 
N.Spy Wealthy 29 1.3 
M*„Gresnin,- ^ OpaJ.escent 18 1.1 
Pewaukee Deiicicus 71 1.1 
Anisiai X Delicious • £70 1.0 
Anisim j's. B1.Annette 129 1.1 
N. iV. Greening : •z iiarrin;.;:ton 75 1.1 
w . apy Jonathan 5 1.2 
Patten 1015 >r Delicious 59 1.3 
Kamsciell X<, X Harrinorton 34 1,2 
Si.Vy«Greening x Delicious 99 1.1 
tj onathan Deli o i ous 1E3 1.0 
Delicious X Jonathan 17 1.2 
MCiiaiion X M.Spy 32 1.0 
Delicious X N.Spy. 16 1.4 
W,3py X Delicious 264 1.1 
Jonatiian X oalome 15 0,8 
Delicious X Harrington 19 1.2 
Gol,Orange X ...other 6 1,1 
Kelson 8, X Griiaes 47 1,3 
King bavid x; Ani s ixa 26 0.9 
Saloj^ie Jonathan 14 0»9 
Harrington Raiasdell o. 22 1,2 
Col»Orange X i'iiae 3 463 12 1.0 
Col <, Orange X Grimes 10 1,0 
B14Annatte X Delicious 94 1.3 
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1. The tree shapes in a cross-bred apple progeny vary 
lauoh more than the tree shspes in a pa]?ent variety, '.uia shapes 
in aiDst progenies vai?y froia spreading; through round to upri^iht. 
2, Ji'ifty-tv/o of the seventy-five laean progeny shape inaicos 
differ significantly from the .aean shape indices of thoir common 
parents. Also, the hi[;hly significant vtdues froa the Ohisquare 
test indicate that the shapes of cross-bred apple seedlings are 
not due to random saiiipling but are due to inheritance. 
S, Three sets of evidence indicate (1) a larce nuiiiber of 
minor factors for shape and (S) a few major dominant genes. 
I'he forifier [dvo the rathor typical ciu-ves of shape index distri­
bution and the latter a positive skevmess and generally double 
modes to the distribution curve, 'fhe partial doainance centers 
at the shape index of 1.05, or round headed tree shape. 
4. IIi{;hly 5i/.-nificant aean differences betvveen the shape 
indices of parents and the mean vshape indices of their progenies 
are probably due in part to "nicking". This coabining effect, 
or coiaplexaentary action of several or iiiany dominant genes, is 
difficult to :;ieasure. Anisim x Ashton, and Korthv/estern 
Greening x Harrington, and a fevj other crosses in fable 17b are 
exar;5)les. 
5o Variations Bith reference to (1) grade of tree, {£) 
shape of tree, (5) branching habit, and (4) scaffold branches 
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differ vvidely v/ithin as well as between progenies; Tables 20 
to 27 and Plates II to YI show these differences. Seven prog­
enies of Aatonovka gave seventy-nine per cent of yood and very 
{"oou trees, while five progenies of Colorado Orange gave but 
thirty-threo per cent. Also, fifty-five seea!.in? trees of 
Antonovka z .ishton gave ninety-one per cent good and very good 
trees, ivhile ninety-foxir trees of Black Annette x .Oelicicus gave 
but eighteen per cent. 
6. A multiple correlation study \,ith shape, habit, branches, 
vigor, and foliage as independent variables and grade as the 
dependent variable showed that: 
(a) i'he multiple correlation coefficient, H = OoSl, 
being highly sii_:nlficant, the as;:0Giation aEiong the variables is 
not attributed to randoia sarnrjling;, 
(b) The first two betag, grade on shape index and 
grtide on iiabit, are not correlated with grade, 
(c) The last three betas, grade on brr.nches, grade 
on vigor, and grade on foliage, aive highly significant values rjiid 
shov/ particularly that vigor is the ;-iost iiaportant of the thrree 
in estiiiiating grade. 
{d} The standard deviations of the errors of 
estimate falling within their erpected range, indicate that the 
raeasureiaents of grade were accurately laade. 
7, The progeny tests indicate that in thirteen of the 
fourteen parents tested the prepotency index for shape is higher 
- L)8 -
tlian the shai^e iPxdez of the parent-. The parents ^ jiving the nioiTt 
proncuncea differences are llorthv^estern -reening-j ilarriniiton, 
anci Ariisim and their differences are 0,34, 0.32, and 0.£6. Also, 
the pro;.'/2ny tests indicate that the iishton variety has n 
higher prepotency index for grade of tree than any of the othe: 
nineteen varieties tested. Hest to Ashton in tree rank are 
Antonovka, vnisim, and llubbardston, the pi^epotency values for 
the four varieties being 3.7, 3.1, 2.8, and f^ ,8. fo expect hi£:h 
grade in seedlinp. trees one raust cross parents both of v/hich 
are prepotent for high grade of tree. 
- 59 -
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Table la, Distribution of Shape Indi: c 
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Table 2a. i-'reinienoy Distribution oi Shao^ 
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Plate VI. Antonovka X ^^shton (40/15034), This progeny 
rated very high in trees of desirable grade.The tree here 
shown has an excellent framework and strong scaffold branches 
- 85 -
\ 
Plate Til. Patten 1000 X •'^es 430 (15018) .Patten 1000 
is Roman Stem unguarded,and Ames 430 is Wealthy X Roman 
Stem,The progeny here^ shown is unusual in that nearly all 
of its trees are extremely upright in shape. 
Plate VIII. Rigiit rPatten 1000 V 430 (15018). 
Left rPatten 1001 X Grimes (15030). 
Progeny at riglit lias upright compact trees in contrast witli tiie u-oright 
spreading type at left .Brandling is tiiick in botli progenies. 
Plate IX.Right iHarrington X Northern Spy (28/14855 ). 
Left tHarrington )( Northern Spy (29/14855). 
Hie tree to the right is upright,the one to the left is spreading.This 
progeny like most apple progenies has trees of all four shapes. 
Plate X. Anisim X Delicious(238/14750). A poor tree with slender 
drooping branches and uncertain direction of growth. 
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Plate XI, iiaes 446 X Macy (155S1), A poor type of tree 
with respect to shape,branching habit,and scaffold branches. 
- -
Plate III, Jonatiian \ Delicious (20/14850). A revj good 
grade of tree. It is upright-spreading in shape,with very 
good scaffold branches,and medium open in branching habit. 
~ 92 -
Plate XIII. Black Jlnnette )( Delicious (4/14905). 
The trees in this progeny tend to have a thick habit of 
growth which fills the center with numerous small willofiy 
branches. 
- 92 ~ 
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Plate ZIY. Salome X Northern Spy (73/14852), A tree of 
fair grade.The scaffold branches are large but the crotch 
angles are narrow and undesirable.The central branches are 
too crowded. 
